
Vande Berg Scales gives your plant state-of-the-
art automated material handling capability. We 
engineer and design our conveyors with you in 
mind. This, along with our extensive knowledge 
of applications allows us to develop conveyor 
systems that fit your plant’s needs. At Vande 
Berg Scales, we manufacture conveyors that 
are very cost effective, easily expandable, and 
easily reconfigured. With a little imagination and 
a small investment, you can do wonders with 
reducing manual material handling through the 
use of our conveyor systems!

Let us move 
it for you!

Box turning conveyors to rotate your products in motion

Conveying product in a labeling and palletizing room

Incline conveyor with flights & cleanable 
product guides



We build conveyors and conveyor 
systems designed to fit into any of 
your production lines or to function 
in stand-alone applications. Vande 
Berg Scales manufactures convey-
ers built with food-grade stainless 
steel and are specially designed for 
wash-down and harsh environments. 
Our conveyors and conveyor sys-
tems can also be incorporated into 
your facility’s traceability system to 
track production from start to finish. 
Easy access to all direct contact sur-
faces makes wash-down easy and 
there is no need to stop the convey-
ors to clean them.

Vande Berg Scales’ conveyors and 
conveyor systems offer the flexibil-
ity of choosing a standard size or 
having a conveyor or system engi-
neered to exactly fit your needs. The 
conveyors and systems are made to 
be compatible with our NTEP Ap-
proved conveyor scales, sortation 
systems, or as a stand alone system. 
Stainless steel construction assures 
durability, reliability, and longevity. 
Whether you need a single convey-
or or a complete system, a standard 
size or one built to your specifica-
tions, we can deliver the conveyors 
to fit your needs.

What we do best is solve problems! 
We provide distribution centers and 
manufacturing plants with high qual-
ity, stainless steel conveyor systems. 
Through the years, our conveyor sys-
tems have helped large warehous-
ing and distribution centers increase 
productivity, move products and 
materials faster, easier, increase ef-
ficiency, and have helped increase 
plants’ bottom line.

Indexing conveyor with drop-down stop for spacing

90º roller, powered roller, or modular conveyors 
to move your product around corners

Stand alone conveyors of almost any size

Complete conveyor systems to index, weigh, divert, 
and move your product where you want it

Incline conveyors configured for your needs



Gravity roller conveyor

We are your complete source for 
manufactured material handling 
equipment, conveyor systems, 
& conveyor needs configured 

to your specifications.

Conveyors customized for any plant configuration

90º roller, powered roller, or modular conveyors 
to move your product around corners

Stand alone conveyors of almost any size

Complete conveyor systems to index, weigh, divert, 
and move your product where you want it

Incline conveyors configured for your needs
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Optional divert to remove out-of-
tolerance products
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Line convergers combine multiple 
lines to single lines

3 to 1 lane, line converger

Easy wash-down access to all areas 
of the conveyor

™

Stand alone conveyor with angle-
iron legs for wash-down compatibility

Inclined converging conveyor with 
box turner & non-slip treading

Stand alone conveyors of various 
sizes, heights, and lengths

Configure a conveyor today!

Divert conveyors can be added to  
remove out-of-tolerance products

Space-saving 180º turn conveyor that 
prevents boxes from spinning

Product holding conveyors keep 
your product stationary

Indexing conveyors allow boxes to 
be appropriately spaced for further 
applications


